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NEW
SET!

5 Piece Land Rover Set
Our latest Land Rover gathering brings together five of

the vehicle’s varied configurations across the years in

equally interesting colour schemes, making for a very

desirable set:-

76LAN188023 Land Rover 88" Canvas Back is

registered NGY 327 and appears in the

classic Land Rover colour scheme of Marine

Blue with pale olive green canvas back,

rounded off with mid grey seating.  Note

too, the Land Rover 80" radiator grille and

the spare wheel on the front of the bonnet.

76LAN2019 Land Rover Series II LWB Station Wagon
looks striking in its Limestone colour scheme 

with contrasting black and silver trim.  The long

wheelbase model is registered PPJ 655B from 1964 

and features a light brown interior.

76LR3S005 Land Rover Series III is a short wheelbase model

registered SLA 215L in the vehicle’s Bronze Green colour

scheme to the body and cream hard back upper section.

76LRDF008AD Land Rover Defender 90 Station Wagon comes in

Phoenix Orange and black with roof rack, registered

VK15 NEJ, representing their contemporary and special

edition Adventure vehicle.

76LAN18001 Land Rover 80" Canvas Back is one

of the iconic ‘originals’, registered HUE 166.  The 80"

Canvas Back model is decorated in a delicate sage green

with sand coloured canvas effect to the back and a grey

interior.  It features the famous Series 1 80" Land Rover

grille finished in silver.

NEW5 Piece Land Rover Set
                               SCALE       PRICE
76SET55       1:76  £29.95
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AVIATION1:72
SCALE

Airspeed Oxford
AS.10, PH185, 

778 Squadron, 
Fleet Air Arm

Airspeed Ltd developed this

aircraft, known affectionately as

the ‘Ox Box’ in the late

1930s in response to an Air

Ministry specification for an

advanced training aircraft for

potential WWII pilots.  Hence the

interior had dual controls and space for

a crew of three. 778 Squadron was a

branch of the Royal Navy’s Fleet Air

Arm which, during the early 1940s, was a

service trials unit that tested all kinds of aircraft that

could be used by the Royal Navy.  Airspeed Ltd produced

just over 8500 of this aircraft and many were still in use

well into the 1950s in a variety of roles.  Here we see it

as used by the Fleet Air Arm in a striking dark blue livery

with green cockpit interior.  The RAF roundel appears on

the upper and lower wings as well as on both sides of the

fuselage, alongside its PH185 numbering. 

DH88 Comet - CS-AAJ “Salazar”, Portugal
The British twin-engined de Havilland DH.88 Comet was

built specifically as a racing aircraft in 1934 to take part in

the MacRobertson Air Race.  Only five were ever built

and one of them, G-ACSS Grosvenor House, went on to

win the race. Oxford Aviation enthusiasts will recall this

livery which launched our 1:72 scale replica of the

Comet.  We have previously modelled this one in its

original state, named G-ACSP

‘Black Magic’ which also took part

in the race.  It was owned and flown

by Jim and Amy Mollison and was the

first to take off on 20th October

1934 and landed safely in Baghdad

and then Karachi. ‘Black Magic was

subsequently sold to Portugal for a

projected flight from Lisbon to Rio.

Re-registered CS-AAJ and renamed Salazar, it made

various flights from London to Lisbon, setting a time of

5hrs. 17 min in July 1937.  It was subsequently 

re-discovered 40 years on in a dilapidated state in

Portugal in 1979 and returned to England for restoration

to its former Black Magic identity and black/red livery.  

It is being restored by the Comet Racer Project Group

based at Derby Airfield.

Here you see the aircraft as flown in Portuguese

ownership but still wearing its dramatic black colour

scheme with red graphics and sporting the Portuguese

flag on each side of the tailfin.  Its CS-AAJ identity is

printed in bright red on both the upper and lower wings.

The model is enhanced with lots of silver trim.  Note too

the extended and retracted undercarriage feature.

NEWAirspeed Oxford AS.10, PH185,
778 Sqn., Fleet Air Arm
                                    SCALE       PRICE
72AO002          1:72  £33.95

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

NEWDH88 Comet - CS-AAJ
“Salazar”, Portugal
                               SCALE       PRICE
72COM005   1:72  £32.95
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1:72
SCALEAVIATION

                             SCALE       PRICE
AC071        1:72  £14.95

Bell P-39 Airacobra I 601 -
County of London Sqn. 
RAF Duxford 1940

NEW

                             SCALE       PRICE
AC069        1:72  £14.95

Hawker Hurricane MkI, 
11 Group 6 OTU, 
Sutton Bridge, 1940

NEW

Hawker Hurricane MkI, 11 Group
6 OTU, Sutton Bridge, 1940

The single-seat Hawker Hurricane was one

of several types of aircraft used by 6 OTU

(Officer Training Unit), which was formed in

March 1940 at RAF Sutton Bridge.  The unit

trained fighter pilots, with its first pilot pool coming

from No. 11 Group RAF before transferring to No. 12

Group RAF of Fighter Command. 

Our model is a replica of a Hurricane Mk I from the

Group 6 OTU at Sutton Bridge numbered L2006 in 1940.

Decorated in a green and dark brown camouflage

scheme, the underside is bright yellow and the aircraft

features a red tail band.  The RAF roundels are printed on

the upper and lower wings.  A final detail sees the guns,

blades and tyres coloured black with a rust coloured

exhaust pipe.  Its role here is in sharp contrast to its

essential contribution in the air during WWII, when it

certainly earned its place in aviation history.

Bell P-39 Airacobra I 601 - County of
London Squadron, RAF Duxford 1940

All our aircraft have a story to tell and this one is no

exception!  The Bell P-39 was one of the principal

American fighter aircraft when the United States entered

the Second World War.  Designed and manufactured by

Bell Aircraft, between 1940 and 1944 just over 9500 were

built and were used not only by the USAAF but also the

Royal Air Force and the Soviet Air Force.  The P-39 was

an all-metal, low-wing, single-engine fighter with a tricycle

undercarriage and was one of the first production fighters

designated as a ‘weapons system’.

No. 601 (County of London) Squadron was a squadron of

the Royal Auxiliary Air Force.  It was formed at RAF

Northolt on 14th October when a group of wealthy

young British aristocrats decided to form

the unit after a meeting at White’s Club in

London.  Their battle honours include

notably the Battle of Britain, and the first

Americans to fly in the Second World War

were members of this Squadron.  

No. 601 Squadron RAF was the only British

unit to use the Airacobra operationally and

received the first two examples in August

1941 which they armed with two-nose

mounted 0.50 inch machine guns and four 0.303

Browning machine guns in the wings.  However, the

aircraft proved disappointing with an inadequate rate of

climb and performance at altitude, and only 80 of the

original 200 ordered were retained by the Squadron. 

The subject of our 1:72 scale model, as flown out of RAF

Duxford in 1941, is the P-39 complete with Squadron

code UF on the fuselage, which served the unit between

September 1939 and April 1942.  Decorated in the

grey/green camouflage colour scheme with mid grey

underwings, both upper and lower surfaces also feature

the RAF roundel.  Note the 601 Squadron’s winged sword

insignia and AH585 lettering on the tail fin, as well as the

pale yellow tail band.  The four detailed gun barrels

positioned at the front of both wings are black as is the

cannon muzzle on the front of the nose cone. 
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1:43 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Austin Healey 100 BN1 (Roof down) - Carmine Red
For its latest outing, we release our 1:43 scale Austin

Healey with its lowered hood configuration, all ready for

summer days!  Decorated in one of its signature colour

schemes of the era, the bright red bodywork is

complemented with black interior and exterior

chromework.  Registered YSJ 937, additional interior

detailing sees a red dashboard and minute black and

white dials.  The authentic finish also extends to the fine

spoked wheels finished in silver.  Sunglasses and picnic at

the ready and we’re off into the sunshine!

NEWAustin Healey 100 BN1 
(Roof down) - Carmine Red
                               SCALE       PRICE
AH1005        1:43  £23.95

Aston Martin DB2 MkIII DHC - 
Dark British Racing Green
Recently added to Oxford’s 1:76 scale series in the same

colour scheme, collectors can choose to own this 1:43

scale drop head coupé Aston Martin DB2 Mk.III as well.

Made for two years only between 1957 and 1959, only

551 were produced, making this a truly exclusive (and

expensive) motor!  The Mark III was the first model to

sport the new radiator grille which would become the

hallmark of all Astons from then on.  The DBIII also

featured another first 

in its design evolution - a sloping hatchback body.

Decorated in the classic dark British Racing Green with

textured black roof in the down position, our model is

registered XGT 506.  The interior is black, including the

seating, with a tan steering wheel - even the glove box

has a tan finish - and black dashboard, complete with

detailed instrument panel with silver surrounds to the dial

rims.  Externally the wheels and the distinctive Aston

Martin radiator grille are both given a silver finish.

NEWAston Martin DB2 MkIII DHC -
Dark British Racing Green
                                   SCALE       PRICE
AMDB2002      1:43  £24.95
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Bedford J1/Lomas Ambulance - Dublin Fire Brigade
From its introduction in the mid 1950s the Bedford J1 chassis

immediately proved a winner with fleet operators including

the ambulance service.  Commonly featuring coachwork by

Herbert Lomas Ltd., of Wilmslow, Cheshire the latest

Oxford Diecast model is decorated in the unusual livery

of Dublin Fire Brigade which operated the city’s

ambulances and is currently the only fire

brigade in Britain and Ireland that retains

that facility.  The real vehicle is currently

preserved in the National Transport

Museum of Ireland.

Registered HZD 516, our replica is already

part of the 1:76 series of emergency vehicles and for

those of you who collect 1:148 scale models, we are pleased

to present this unusual dual role vehicle in exactly the same

clean white/red colour scheme with an equal amount of detail. 

Land Rover Series 1 88" - Rover Fire Brigade
First introduced in 1948 the original 80 inch wheelbase Land Rover

fulfilled a multitude of roles and the fire service was no exception.

This latest version features an appliance that provided fire cover at its

manufacturer’s engineering works at Solihull.  Based on the standard

pickup truck it features a canvas tilt accommodating an equipment

box and three portable fire extinguishers that would be used

in extinguishing fires in their early state.

This 1:148 scale replica has also appeared in the larger

1:76 scale series.  Registered SWD 282, the model is

completed with spare 

wheel on the bonnet

above the signature

Land Rover radiator.

Absolutely delightful!

N SCALE

NEWPanorama 1 - Sheffield
United Tours
                           SCALE       PRICE
NPP005    1:148  £7.55

NEWLand Rover Series 1 88" -
Rover Fire Brigade
                                  SCALE       PRICE
NLAN188010 1:148  £4.35

NEWBedford J1/Lomas
Ambulance - Dublin FB
                           SCALE       PRICE
NBED003  1:148  £5.45

Panorama 1 - Sheffield United Tours
Our Panorama 1 is registered KWE 374D from 1966 and

Sheffield United Tours are spreading their wings and

taking holidaymakers abroad - in this case to Lucerne.

Our model is based on their AEC chassis option, whose

badge is on the wide radiator grille.  The large windows

will certainly give passengers a panoramic view as they

are driven along.  The Panorama coach is aptly named!
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1:76 SCALE
Bedford CA Van - RAC
The ever popular RAC livery appears once more in

the Oxford Commercials series, this time on our

1:76 scale Bedford CA Van from 1969/70, according

to the registration plate WXE 678H.  The muted

blue bodywork is offset with white masking to the

roof and side panels and the vehicle carries a white

roofboard with the RAC insignia advertising their

Road Service. 

AEC Regent Pump Escape - Cardiff City Fire Service
The latest version of the AEC Regent/Merryweather dual

purpose appliance features the livery of Cardiff City Fire

Brigade. It is based on a vehicle that was originally

supplied to Glamorgan County Fire Brigade in 1952.  

It transferred into the City of Cardiff fleet in 1967 when

local council boundary changes saw part of Glamorgan

transfer to Cardiff.

The AEC Regent was a classic fire engine of the 1950s

and the first post war diesel powered fire engine.  

With its 1000 gallons per minute pump, six man crew cab

and 50ft wheeled escape ladder, the machine proved a

valuable asset to busy city fire brigades.

Our 1:76 scale model is decorated in the traditional

bright red colour scheme with the rear body in silver on

all vertical and angled surfaces.  Flat surfaces are painted

brown.  Registered LTX 855, it also features a colourful

crest on both sides of the body featuring the Prince of

Wales feathers and Welsh Dragon. 

NEWBedford CA Van - RAC
                        SCALE      PRICE
76CA028  1:76  £6.25

NEWAEC Regent Pump Escape -
Cardiff City Fire Service
                               SCALE       PRICE
76REG007     1:76  £13.95

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, 
Southampton SO14 0TJ

Tel: 02380 248850  
www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

Ford Transit SWB Med. - Garda 
                         SCALE     PRICE
76FT007   1:76  £5.45
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Plaxton Panorama - 
Sheffield United Tours
Holidays and days out by coach are

still as popular today as they were

during the 1960s era of our coach,

which was originally launched in

the late 1950s at the British

Commercial Motor Show.  This

luxury coach was a true

trendsetter with its streamlined

design and luxury features. 

Here we see it registered 337 EWJ in

the fine grey and red livery of Sheffield United

Tours.  The interior seating is moulded in tan with a

lighter brown dashboard.  The company operated out of

Charlotte Road, Sheffield according to the gold printing

on the vehicle side and their smart winged emblem is

faithfully reproduced on the sides and across the back.

The AEC badge, indicating an AEC chassis, sits on the

front below the destination panel. 

Bristol MW6G - Hants & Dorset
For our second release on the

Bristol MW from the 1950s and

1960s we have selected another

famous livery from the period of

luxury coach travel - Hants &

Dorset.  Their instantly

recognizable cream and pale green

livery looks great, complemented

with lots of silver and gold trim and

featuring a cream interior and green seating.

Registered 2689 RU, it is off on a Holiday Tour according

to the front destination box below the windscreen.  

Even in model form, the mass of windows

and roof lights give the coach a really light 

and airy feel.   

Fowler B6 Crane - 
Wolverhampton Wanderer

Only the second release on this highly 

detailed model workhorse from a bygone

era, we see the Fowler B6 Crane as used by

Leonard Crane, Lanesfield, Wolverhampton, aptly

named ‘Wolverhampton Wanderer’.  Decorated in

mid brown and black with a wealth of gold pin lining and

lettering, the model is registered RF 6092.  As well as the

John Fowler & Co Leeds name printed on the front of

the boiler, we also see

from a separate plaque that the boiler engineers were a

certain John Thompson & Co, also from Wolverhampton.  

NEWFowler B6 Crane -
Wolverhampton Wanderer
                               SCALE       PRICE
76FCR002     1:76  £16.95

NEWPlaxton Panorama -
Sheffield United Tours
                               SCALE       PRICE
76PAN005    1:76  £18.75

NEWBristol MW6G - Hants & Dorset
                                      SCALE       PRICE
76MW6002       1:76  £18.75
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1:76 SCALE

Konecranes Reach Stacker -
Maritime Transport
Maritime Transport Ltd is one of

the UK’s largest privately owned

container transport companies and is

based on the Tyne Dock in South

Shields, in the heartland of the

former world famous shipyards.

The Konecranes Reach Stacker,

designed by a Finnish company, is

therefore totally at home in this

maritime environment where its lifting

capacity can be used to the full.  

Here we see it decorated in the bright blue

and white colour scheme of Maritime Transport with

black reach stacker mechanism.  The model is completed

with fully working driver’s cab which slides backwards and

forwards with extending arm to grab and secure the

containers. Team it up with some Oxford 1:76 scale

containers to complete the look!

NEWKonecranes Reach Stacker -
Maritime Transport
                               SCALE       PRICE
76KRS006    1:76  £25.45

Ford Transit SWB Medium Roof - JCB
Another JCB liveried vehicle for your 1:76 scale

collection, although this time it represents the modern

era on a short wheelbase Ford Transit with medium

height roof, registered FH63 NYV, as run by T C Harrison

of Sheffield.  Still in the same colour scheme of bright

yellow with updated black and white logo, the Transit also

features a black interior.  A modification sees a yellow and

black beacon light on the rear of the roof.  

Land Rover Series II LWB Canvas - JCB
Our latest release on the Series II Long wheelbase Land

Rover comes in a refreshing lemon yellow with a light

olive canvas back, registered UCT 923.  It is modelled on

the Land Rover as used by JCB, the world-renowned UK

family owned company. 

On our model, the JCB initials are printed in black on a

white background on the Land Rover doors as well as on

the nearside rear body. Special  detailing sees the silver

radiator masked black behind the grille. 

NEWLand Rover Series II 
LWB Canvas - JCB
                              SCALE     PRICE
76LAN2016  1:76  £5.45

NEWFord Transit SWB
Medium Roof - JCB
                       SCALE     PRICE
76FT027  1:76  £5.45
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Bedford QLR 79th Armoured Division NWE 1944
At the outbreak of WWII, Bedford was contracted by the

British War Office to produce a 3-ton 4 x 4 general

service truck.  A pilot model was

ready in February 1940 and quantity

production started in March

1941.  The Bedford QL

was in production from

1941 to 1945 and was

Bedford's first vehicle

series built for the

British Armed Forces

and evolved for use in

numerous different

military activities

during the conflict,

several of which

have been produced

as Oxford scale

models.

Our latest addition is based

on the Bedford QLR, which was a signals

vehicle. For its second deployment, it comes

as used by the 79th Armoured Division during the North

West European Campaign in 1944, when smaller

detachments from it were engaged in the Battles of

Normandy, the Scheldt, the Geilenkirchen Salient and then

in 1945 as part of the Rhine and Elbe Crossings and the

Roer Triangle.  The QLR was used in the main by the

British Army although Canadian and American units

were also trained to use this specially armoured vehicle

to its best advantage.  The Unit insignia was a black bull’s

head with flaring nostrils superimposed over an inverted

yellow triangle, which appeared on every vehicle.

Our model is presented in an olive drab colour scheme

with white lettering and military markings, one of which is

worthy of note - the finely detailed Unit insignia - the

raging bull, as described above.

Thompson Refueller - RAF
Decorated in dark green and brown camouflage colours

with black interior and exterior white lettering, the

vehicle is registered to the RAF as RAF 18803. Further

identification sees the number 5 in red printed on the

upper surface for the benefit of traffic from the air and

operatives are reminded of the 100 octane fuel 

requirements with respective markings on the sides of

the body. A final detail comprises the Thompson Bros

Aircraft Refueller badge faithfully replicated on the front

of the vehicle.  Although developed in the 1930s, F/11 is

thought to have seen service on WWII airfields around

1943, when it was no doubt  working flat out keeping our

Allied aircraft topped up between sorties.

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

1:76
SCALEMILITARY

NEWThompson Refueller RAF
                           SCALE      PRICE
76TRF003   1:76 £10.95

NEWBedford QLR 79th Armoured
Division NWE 1944
                               SCALE       PRICE
76QLR002     1:76  £13.95
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NEW
SET!

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

1:43 SCALE

NEWAston Martin DB2 MKII 
Twin Set - Saloon and DHC
                               SCALE       PRICE
43SET32       1:43  £42.95

Aston Martin DB2 MKII Twin Set - 
Saloon and DHC
Two fabulous 1:43 scale replicas of the iconic Aston

Martin DB2 in their elegant dark green colour scheme

make up this prestigious set.  First up is the drophead

coupé version of the DB2 MkIII which sports a textured

black roof in the closed position, complete with black

seating and tan steering wheel and registered XGT 506

It is partnered by the saloon version with its distinctive

sloping back, registered WYE 847.  Lots of silver 

trim to window frames, wipers, spoked wheels and the

Aston Martin radiator are in gleaming contrast to the

dark green body.  A tan interior completes the authentic

detail on this superb British sports car which was

produced for two years only between 1957 and 1959,

ensuring its exclusivity to this day. 

Vauxhall Firenza 1800SL - Flamenco Red
Readers will recall that when we launched the new

Vauxhall Firenza Sport SL in Issue 195, we mentioned that

we had incorporated a tooling variation to the dashboard

and steering wheel to allow for the introduction of the

Firenza 1800 SL.  Well, here is the first model to feature

the variation.  Resplendent in bright red with black

interior and grey floor, our model is registered EKV 529L

from 1972/3.  Additional detail sees a fine gold strip

running the length of the exterior with contrasting

silver/chrome trim, including the Vauxhall Firenza SL logo

across the boot.  

NEWVauxhall Firenza 1800SL -
Flamenco Red
                               SCALE       PRICE
VF002           1:43  £23.95
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1:76 SCALE
Jaguar C-X75 - Silver
As concept cars go, the C-XJ5 is up with the very

top few!  Designed and built as a hybrid-electric,

produced by Jaguar in partnership with Williams F1. 

Our newly tooled 1:76 scale replica is decorated in a

superb silver which shows off its lines and detail to

perfection.  The futuristic Jaguar registration plate

reads simply C-X16 to the rear and the classic Jaguar

badge sits proudly in the centre of the radiator grille. 

Jaguar F-PACE - Ultimate Black
Designed by Ian Callum, the Jaguar F-Pace is a mid-size

luxury crossover SUV manufactured by Jaguar at their

Solihull plant in the West Midlands.  

Here at Oxford, we are pleased to launch our own 1:76

scale and highly affordable version in a dramatic black

finish with contrasting silver external trim, including

authentic and highly detailed wheels.

Registered KT16 ELC, the interior is also

completely black.  

Jaguar F-Type Project 7 - British Racing Green
The Project 7 is based on the F-type, powered by a 

5.0 V8 supercharged engine with a claimed acceleration 

of 1-60 in 3 seconds and a top speed of 186mph.

We have chosen to launch our 1:76 scale Project 7 in

British Racing Green with contrasting black interior, 

roof and wheels and white ‘Racetrack’ type graphics to

doors, the front of the bonnet and the boot lid.  The

effect is rounded off with the Project 7 logo printed in

place of the rear number plate. 

Vauxhall Astra MkII GTE - Carmine Red
We recently launched the newly tooled Astra MkII GTE

in white and for its second appearance, we bring you this

sporty hatchback from the 1980s in bright red with black

interior, grey seating with lots of black and chrome

exterior trim.  Registered E677 GEW from 1987/88 and

only produced in its 3-door hatchback format, the 1988

upgrade added a twin-camshaft to the Astra GTE which

had a dramatic effect on performance!  

Jaguar XE - Italian Racing Red
Once again designed by Chief Designer Ian Callum, the

XE is the first of several Jaguar models to be built using

their new modular aluminium concept. 

For its first Oxford outing, we present the XE in a

brilliant red with completely black interior.  Registered

OE15 FSV, grilles and sill trim are also black while the

distinctive silver wheels are finished off

with red centres.  
NEWJaguar XE - Italian Red

                               SCALE    PRICE
76JXE001     1:76 £5.75

NEWVauxhall Astra MkII - Red
                               SCALE    PRICE
76VX002       1:76 £5.45

NEW
Tooling!

NEW
Tooling!

NEW
Tooling!

NEW
Tooling!

NEWJaguar F-Type 
Project 7 - BRG
                         SCALE     PRICE
76JFT001 1:76  £5.75

NEWJaguar F-PACE - 
Ultimate Black
                         SCALE     PRICE
76JFP001 1:76  £5.75

NEWJaguar C-X75 - Silver
                               SCALE    PRICE
76JCX75001 1:76 £5.75
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Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
TEl: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

The Oxford Rail products are competitively priced and are not part of the multi-purchasing.  We have other products in development.

NEW MODEL!

OR76MW7016  1:76 - £29.95

3 x BR Weathered Grey Wagons 
7 Plank Wagons P75662/P98402/P162491

OR76AR005XS  1:76 - £199.95

Adams East Kent Railway (DCC Sound) OR76MW7014  1:76 - £29.95

3 BR Grey 7 Plank Wagons 
P73208/P153057/P201347 

MODELS
AVAILABLE

AGAIN

MODELS
AVAILABLE

AGAIN

AR128 Sentinel Album: The existence of the Sentinel marque is thanks largely to two men,
both called Stephen Alley, father and son.  Launched in 1875, this engineering company was very
advanced for its time, producing prefabricated ships and even prefabricated buildings.  Stephen
Alley died in 1898 and his 26-year old son took the helm, diversifying into steam-powered

vehicles.  During the Great War steam waggon production moved to Shrewsbury. 

Post 1945  the railway locomotives were revived, and a new range of diesel-engined
lorries and buses was launched.  The last Sentinel-badged railway locomotive was
produced in the early 1970s, almost a century after the brand first appeared.AR128

NEW

AUTO REVIEW BOOKS £5.95

5
4

4
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